‘Live Long And Prosper’. The blessing just became true!
Specifications

- Hopper Capacity: 200 notes
- Stacker Capacity: 150 notes
- Counting Speed: >1000 notes/minute
- Display: 3 Digits LED for counting / preset
- Power Supply: 220V / 50Hz
- Power Consumption: ≤80 W
- Dimension (in mm): 287 (L) x 243 (W) x 248 (H)
- Weight: 7.6 kgs

Highlights

- Advanced iScan technology can detect most of the super fake notes in ₹1000, 500 & 100 - New 500, 2000
- Ideal to sort old and new series of ₹1000, 500 & 100
- Counting speed of 6 seconds per 100 notes
- Counts notes in any condition
- Sound-alarm with error code to indicate suspicious notes
- Ease of cleaning in counting area and sensors through top-opening cover
- Detection technology - iScan, UV, IR, MG & width
- Automatic counting, batch presetting and adding mode
- Detects double note, half note, chained note besides suspicious notes
- Auxilliary display (optional)
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RBI Tested. Maxsell MX50i is tested by the highest regulatory bank in the country. So you can be sure of it’s performance and accuracy.

Chipset Upgrade. Maxsell MX50i can be upgraded just through a chipset - saves time, money and of course it is future-proof.

iScan Enabled. iScan technology for accuracy in counting regular notes and detecting super fake notes due to special grade sensors.
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